
Licensed Penetration 
Tester (Master)

Establish yourself as a world-class 
penetration tester

In this training program, you will learn professional security and penetration testing skills. The course is designed to 
show advanced concepts like advanced windows attacks, attacking IoT systems, and writing exploits with advanced 
binary exploitation to go beyond flat networks. You will learn to bypass a filtered network, PenTest OT systems, access 
hidden networks with pivoting, double pivot, escalate privilege, and evade defence mechanisms.

The exam takes the form of a 3-level challenge that includes both defensive and offensive challenges that you must
overcome.. These challenges are designed to prove your ability to perform under time-pressure, ensuring that you 
have the required skills to capture important data and use this to proceed through the different levels.

You will also need to fully document the outcomes and proposed remediation in a professional report, proving the 
value of the actions taken to business and technical managers.

This certification has one purpose: to differentiate the experts from the novices in penetration testing.

You will prove that you are able to:
• Demonstrate a repeatable and measurable approach to penetration testing

• Perform advanced techniques and attacks to identify SQL injection, Cross site scripting (XSS), LFI, RFI 
vulnerabilities in web applications

• Present analysed results by submitting structured reports that achieve management and technical buy-in
• Apply penetration testing methodologies

• Write exploit codes to gain access to a vulnerable system or application
• Exploit vulnerabilities in Operating systems such as Windows, Linux
• Perform privilege escalation to gain root access to a system

• Demonstrate ‘Out-of-the-box’ and ‘lateral’ thinking
• Commit to a code of ethics
• Master penetration skills

Jobs that use LPT 
(Master)
Penetration Tester
Network Administrator
IT Auditor

Security Consultant
Information Security
Engineer

If you are one of the very few top-notch experts in the game that can test some of the most hardened systems in 
the world, then you may have what it takes to become a Licensed Penetration Tester Master.

Your pen-testing skills will be challenged against a multi-layered network architecture with defence-in-depth 
controls. You will be required to make decisions under immense pressure at critical stages while selecting your 
approach and exploits.


